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Finding the Pep in Pep Rally Again: Annapolis High School’s
First Dance in 3 Years
Taryn Reinhart

For the first time since 2019, Annapolis High School held a

homecoming dance on Saturday, October 1st. After much anticipation,

waiting, and planning, the dance is a sign that things are starting to go back

to pre-Covid, though still with some caveats. First, it took three years to get

a dance back. While other high schools across the county had

pseudo-dances last year, Annapolis High School chose to hold off for

another year, meaning juniors and seniors waited an extra year for their first

and second homecoming dances. But, to compensate, there was a window

decorating competition, pep rally, and spirit week leading up to the main

event: the dance. While this delay could have resulted in a complete lack of

interest by the student body, it was the opposite. The SGA sold out of tickets

at 880, above the original cap, because so many kids were in line when they

sold out. That is over a third of the student body at Annapolis High School.

Additionally, the spread

across the grades was roughly

equal; from first-year students

who had never experienced a

high school dance to seniors

who had attended one during

their first year, the excitement

was palpable. As IB Senior

Alexia put it, “It was a great

night and something that we

hadn’t been able to do in such a long time, so I’d call it a success!” She was

one of the numerous seniors that showed up to the dance but also

participated in the spirit week and pep rally that took place across the week

leading up to the dance.
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In past spirit weeks, the excitement around individual days is somewhat scattered, with few students

dressing the theme, save for class colors day. But, this year, almost everyone seemed to get into the spirit and

dress up. As for the pep rally, involving a DJ increased the energy for all grades, but the upperclassmen

especially. IB Junior Ellie Cameron noted, “Homecoming week was absolutely amazing. I had a great time

dressing up all week and going to the pep rally; I think it really raised people’s spirits and got them excited to

have a dance again.”

It certainly seems that while the world was flipped upside down with Covid these past few years, some

things never change. High school students still crave the dances, pep rallies, and (sometimes) corny spirit week

themes. As seen this year, the Annapolis High Community is bouncing back better than ever regarding school

spirit and unity!

Hispanic Heritage Month
Matthew Heimann

National Hispanic Heritage Month has been celebrated every fall in the United States since 1989. From

September 15th to October 15th Hispanic Americans from across the country come together to celebrate their

shared culture and history and their contributions to American society. Initially only taking place over a week

when it was first instituted in 1968, the celebration was expanded to become a month-long after President

Ronald Reagan signed it into law. The festival starts on Sep. 15th due to this day's historical significance as the

first day of the Mexican war of independence in 1821, as well as the countries of Chile, Costa Rica, El Salvador,

Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua also gained their freedom during September.

The celebration hosts multiple annual events that take place all around the country. In New York City,

the El Barrio Latin Jazz Festival is held every September to coincide with the month. In Washington, D.C, the

Smithsonian institution hosts events throughout the month, including detailed looks at the works of famous

Mexican painter Frida Khalo, panels discussing historical events within the Hispanic-American community, and

concerts featuring traditional Peruvian music and Latin fusion bands.

Here in Annapolis, we decorated downtown with the flags of Latin American countries for the third

year in a row. Mayor Gavin Buckley recently said, “During Hispanic Heritage Month, we raise the flags of our

Latin American and Hispanic neighbors to celebrate and recognize their amazing cultural contribution and

presence in our community. I’m thrilled we can showcase the City’s appreciation of the immigrant experience

and influence in Annapolis.” We celebrated throughout the month, starting with a kickoff on Sep. 15th at the

AACC Student Union building, followed by live performances from local Hispanic American musicians at City

Dock on Sep. 25. On Oct. 10th City Hall held a Latino youth art reception featuring art made by the many

talented Hispanic Americans within the AACPS school system. Finally, on October 14th, a forum was held to

advocate for justice within Anne Arundel County's Latino community.

Within our school, many of our Spanish teachers taught their kids about historic Hispanic-American

figures such as the painter Frida Kahlo, the labor rights leader Cèsar Chavez, and the astronaut Ellen Ochoa. As
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world learners, the IB program strives to connect with the many cultures within our communities. On October

4th, spearheaded by the Spanish Honor Society and our Personal Project Coordinator, Mrs. Miga, dedicated

AHS staff and students organized a beautiful night of celebration for Hispanic Heritage Month. The event

included traditional foods, costumes, music, dance, games, and presentations on different countries. Fun was

had by all who attended! Hispanic Heritage Month is an excellent opportunity to understand Hispanic

American culture for all students better and celebrate the many amazing contributions they have made to our

community.

Global Issue: Hurricane Ian
Mia Rinehart

Hurricane Ian, a raging category four hurricane, touched

down in Fort Myers, Florida, on September 28th, 2022. It had

already created immense destruction in and around Cuba's

Caribbean and western parts. Overall, Hurricane Ian cost around

53 to 74 billion dollars worth of damage; however, the monetary

cost doesn't stand alone. With thousands of individuals seeking

refuge in shelters, the environmental and emotional toll caused by

the tragic natural disaster is a side of the story that not many

people seem to be telling.

The hurricane itself has left behind a substantial amount of

environmental hazards. The storm battered areas all through

Florida, creating a trail of debris and destruction. Chemical waste from destroyed cars and boats is seeping into

the waterways. Septic tank leaks are wiping out fish populations in and around the areas affected by the

hurricane in Florida. The water, which many residents described as a “murky brown color,” contains a

substance known as tannins (dissolved organic matter). The water is so damaged that the discoloration is

visible from satellite images. With thousands upon thousands of residents seeking clean water, it is becoming

increasingly clear that something needs to be done about the environmental destruction caused by the

hurricane.

Many people whose lives have been affected by Hurricane Ian are finding themselves struggling

emotionally. With families’ homes being destroyed, it isn’t difficult to imagine why many are developing a

bleak outlook on life. The 23rd deadliest storm to ever hit the United States, Ian took the lives of over 100

individuals. This crisis, of course, is not being ignored. The state of Florida organized a disaster distress hotline

to provide support to those who need it. Along with this, many mental health organizations are creating

outreach programs where representatives are sent to the hard-hit areas and help provide counseling to those

affected. Statistics show that one-third to one-half of those who live through a natural disaster develop some

kind of mental distress, and Hurricane Ian is no exception.
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Hurricane Ian, no doubt, was an unspeakably tragic event for thousands of individuals around the

world. Many people lost their homes, friends, and other important people in their lives. However, one fantastic

thing that has come out of this horrible situation is the coming together of communities impacted by the

hurricane. A Red Cross Worker told an AccuWeather National Reporter, "It's rough, it's rough, but the

community is coming together. It's a blessing to see that." Seeing communities destroyed by this disastrous

storm come together from the destruction is truly empowering.

College Corner

University of St Andrews
Gaby Cruz

Located in St Andrews, Scotland, the University of St Andrews is the most international of Scotland's

universities. In the 2022-2023 school population, there were more than 130 countries represented in the

student body. Along with the diverse atmosphere that the prestigious university has created, students can

experience different cultures with the fascinating exchange and study abroad programs. Students can engross

themselves in the lifestyles of people who live in locations such as Hong Kong, New Zealand, and Singapore

while also earning credits toward graduation.

Along with the amazing study abroad

opportunities, University of St Andrews students

participate in many unique traditions. One of the more

interesting traditions is called Raisin Monday. At the end

of a weekend with their families, students are encouraged

to wear energetic and embarrassing costumes. They are

given strange objects with Latin inscriptions and are let

loose to have a huge shaving foam fight on the Lower

College lawn. Another, less strange tradition is called May

Dip. During the first dawn of May, students go to a beach

by the North Sea. They all plunge themselves into the

freezing water, which is said to promote good luck during exams. Even if you are not interested in plunging,

this would still be a fun event to hang out with your friends, and even meet other students! Finally, a tradition

that takes place after students’ final undergraduate exam is called “Soaking,” where students’ friends meet

them as they leave the location of their exam and splash them with cold water. These and many more

traditions help to shape the experience of a student at the University of St Andrews.

The acceptance rate for the University of St Andrews is 41% for undergraduate applications and 54% for

postgraduate applications. Applicants are expected to hold a 3.2 GPA or higher, while also having excellent

academic records. Containing 19 academic schools, the university also offers dozens of degrees. Considering

that the university offers top-notch education, it is not surprising that 92% of recently graduated students were

either in full-time employment or searching for further education. In recent years, the University of St.
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Andrews has been constantly rated as one of the top universities in the United Kingdom. It is a school to

consider for both IB students and anyone interested in studying abroad

Student Spotlight: Linda Gayle
Zach Byington

“I want to be an environmental activist who doesn’t need to be in nature all the time. I want to be an

environmental activist who wears heels.” These words epitomize Linda Gayle, an IB junior at Annapolis High

School who oozes charisma. Along with being in the IB Diploma Programme, Linda is an administrative

campaign aide to a candidate for state delegate. She adds that part of her job is to write blast emails, which

she describes as “a little terrifying.” However, she also mentions that IB is valuable to her in this respect, with

its ability to teach writing “concisely and effectively”. “Being confident in the way that you write and in the way

that you phrase things articulately is very useful for being understood,” she added.

Linda applies her political intrigue and activist

ambition to a core pillar of the Diploma Programme,

the Extended Essay. Her research question revolves

around democratic constitutionalism in Myanmar and

a recent military coup in the nation. Linda also applies

and explores her inclination towards climate change

awareness in the IB Environmental Systems and

Societies course, learning from her peers in the

process. “Seeing how people apply science in IB ESS is

interesting because it's not a strictly Environmental

Science class, but an Environmental Systems class.”

One of IB’s core strengths is the tight-knit community it places students in. Linda mentioned that one of

the essential methods in using this community beneficially is “learning how to connect with people on their

interests.” “In IB, there are very varied interests of students in the program.” IB stimulates the many different

interests of its students by offering a variety of creatively stimulating courses, such as IB Film, Music, and Art.

She added, “the most important part of school and, to that extent, the IB program is the ability to get along

with people and connect with people on a social basis.”

Apart from climate and politically-centered propensities, Linda also gets to develop a skill that's greatly

important to her: language. While she’s taken French since she was 6, she is currently enrolled in the IB

Spanish course. “I really care about learning languages.” To the surprise of none, Linda wants to pursue a

politically-oriented career. She elaborates that this affinity for language is crucial to her by reasoning that

“applying political ideas globally is only possible through having languages available to you.”

Linda approaches things with a global attitude and a philosophy of learning from her peers. “Seeing the

way other people approach things informs your actions.” She describes her advice as “there’s always

something to be gained from every experience.”Linda says she “prioritizes sleep over everything” outside the
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classroom, which is an easy value to sympathize with. She also says that her favorite thing is to wind down and

watch TV in the evenings with her mother.

Teacher Spotlight: Mr. Laraway
Nathian Rene

Mr. Laraway’s IBDP Math Analysis portable is the site of one of Annapolis High School's most

challenging and exciting math classes. This isn’t just hyperbole; Mr. Laraway will ensure you know this outright.

Though the challenge isn’t impossible, Mr. Laraway is an approachable teacher who enjoys helping students

who seek tutoring outside of class time. He’s also a big advocate for an excellent work-life balance, rarely

peppering homework assignments in with his lessons.

In Math Analysis, the main mantra promoted by Mr. Laraway is “make sure to study five to ten minutes

a day.” While this may seem irregular initially, reviewing a lesson for a short period is an excellent way to

commit these formulas to memory. This study method he recommends pretty much represents the whole

environment of the class, as Mr. Laraway usually emphasizes

the student's responsibility when it comes to school.

The primary responsibility he thinks a student should

recognize in the classroom is the responsibility of taking the

initiative to self-advocate. Mr. Laraway frequently reminds his

students to speak up or ask questions during class if they have

trouble with a topic. In addition, Mr. Laraway is usually open

for about eight out of the ten panther hours that happen

every week here at A-High. Aside from giving students advice

on tackling his class, Mr. Laraway tries to be as approachable

as he can. He enjoys getting to know his students and uses

this knowledge to better aid his students in the classroom. He

won't turn a scholar away and tries to acknowledge every

student in his classroom.

The Sophomore Perspective: The Personal Project
Sydney Oldfield

The Personal Project is one of the first milestones for an IB Student. This unique project allows IB MYP

students to create a project motivated by their passions and values. They can choose a subject they feel will

positively impact their community, big or small. This learning experience prepares upcoming students to

manage their time and collaborate with other passionate students. With the streamlined three steps of
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planning, applying skills, and reflecting, students are guided through the process while also being given

creative freedom.

Mr. Koller, one of the Personal Project coordinators, has been guiding students for four years. He

believes the project is an “awesome opportunity” to start a project you’re interested in while having a lot of

support. This project is important to accomplish long-term IB projects in the future, such as the extended

essay, internal assessments, and CAS. One of Mr. Koller’s most prominent pieces of advice includes choosing a

project you are interested in as it is more manageable and makes it easier to be creative. He recommends

connecting to a service learning project or extracurricular activity in which a student is already involved.

Students this past year excelled with their

projects. Sophomore Hannah D. and her peers held a

bake sale in support of the National Alliance for Mental

Illness (NAMI) and donated all proceeds to the

organization. Her favorite part of the Personal Project

was learning to bake and trying a new experience for a

good cause. “Start early and don’t wait, as it can get

overwhelming with schoolwork,” Hannah recommends

to others. Her project will be one of the many present

at the showcase next year.

The Personal Project is a great way to make a

change while doing something you love. Every year,

students find new ways to get involved in a cause. Many finish the experience with a feeling of

accomplishment and growth. The Annapolis High School Personal Project Showcase will be available this spring

for all interested in viewing these fantastic projects!


